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flocking to London x ; and the apprehensions which the Growth of
growth of the capital excited were reflected in the repeated
attempts to prevent the erection of new buildings2. An
Elizabethan writer complained that London " hath eaten up
all the rest of the towns and havens of England " 3; and
James L, in a speech in the Star Chamber, declared that
" with time England will only be London " *. A debate in
the House of Commons in 1621 voiced the complaint that
" London engrosseth all trades and places", and that
" London merchants by restraining trade, and imposing
upon trade, undo all trade " 5. A succession of writers, in-
cluding Petty, gave utterance to the view that " the head
was too big for the body" 6, though Defoe contested the
view that the capital drew away the nourishment from the
country7. The fact that London was the seat of the com-
panies made it the market for the whole kingdom : it made
the metropolis rich and the outports poor. " We are un-
done ", they said, " by patents granted to companies " 8.
The controversy over the disposal of West Country cloth
showed the dominating position of the capital. The Merchant
Adventurers denied that they prevented the export of cloth
direct from the western ports, yet this was not always true,
for in 1638 they demanded that Spanish cloth made in the
West of England should be shipped from London only.
On this occasion the Privy Council, reluctant ' to shut up
the trade of the outports altogether *, promoted an arrange-
ment by which the merchants of Exeter could ship Spanish
1 State Papers Venetian, 1534-1554, p. 344 (1551)-
* Statutes, iv. part ii. 852 (1593) ;  Rymer, Foedera, xvi. 448 (1602).
3	Tudor Economic Documents   (ed.   Tawney   and   Power), iil   274,
" Engrossed all their trades ", noted Burghley : ibid. ii. 127.
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6	Petty, Economic Writings, i. 40 ;   ii. 321;   The Grand Concern of
England explained in Several Proposals (1673), 4.   The interlopers spoke
of London as * the spleen in the natural body * causing other parts to
pine  away:   Veneris   (1662), Appendix:   "The Interlopers' Answer".
See also J. B.» An Account of the French Usurpation upon the Trade of
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